Abstract-A new scheme for a flexible modulation and bit rate independent, polarization-insensitive optical wavelength converter (WC) based on four-wave mixing in a highly nonlinear fiber is demonstrated and characterized for different modulation formats and data rates. Its robustness is demonstrated in a data transmission experiment in which the WC is incorporated at the mid-point of a transmission line based on installed fiber. In addition, an optical feedback system designed to prevent slow polarization drift of the pumps, and consequently, to ensure the long-term stability of the system is implemented and characterized. The WC is tested with the feedback system in place enabling turn-key operation.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
IGNIFICANT advances have been achieved in the field of all-optical wavelength conversion over the last decade, driven mainly by its importance in avoiding optical-toelectronic-to-optical conversion in reconfigurable optical adddrop multiplexers (ROADMs) and the need to ensure more efficient use of the spectrum in fiber networks [1] , [2] . However, despite its importance, most work reported in the literature to date has focused on optimizing certain features of WCs [3] - [8] at the expense of others, rather than taking a holistic approach and ensuring that all features required of a practical network device are considered and incorporated.
For example, some schemes allow for a broad operational bandwidth, free of high-order mixing components, but only at the expense of low gains [3] , [4] ; others maximize the conversion gain, neglecting the need for polarization insensitivity [5] , [6] and different approaches allow very low conversion power penalties but are not compatible with the standard ITU frequency grid [7] , [8] . Nevertheless, for a WC to be deployed in real systems, it is important that it satisfies all the requirements mentioned previously simultaneously. Furthermore, all-optical wavelength conversion schemes should be able to support multichannel operation in order to be economically viable and to improve their practicality. Developing a scheme capable of black-box operation in a real communication network involves establishing a tradeoff between all the aforementioned features: broad bandwidth, high gain, insensitivity to both polarization and modulation format, ease of filtering, and multichannel operation.
In this paper, we present a novel, flexible WC scheme, which seeks to provide a compromise amongst all these requirements and characterize its performance for a 100-GHz grid-aligned implementation. Its configuration provides sufficient flexibility to allow it to be directly incorporated in an optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM), or in a ROADM. Its operation is based on four-wave mixing (FWM) in a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), pumped by two orthogonally polarized, widely frequency-spaced beams. The 100-GHz grid-aligned WC showed a flat conversion gain (defined in terms of the signal power at the black-box WC output versus the input signal power) over 10 nm that ranged between 0 and 9 dB (depending on the input signal power), a polarization dependent loss (PDL) of <0.64 dB and a conversion penalty of < 2.5 dB for on-off keyed (OOK), binary phase shift keyed (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK), and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) signals working at data rates of up to 40 Gbit/s [9] .
We characterized the performance of the WC in a 1200-km transmission experiment over installed fiber. The WC, configured as a black-box device, was placed at the mid-point of the fiber link (part of the UK's Aurora dark fiber network [10] ) and its performance in transmission was measured to be essentially identical to that achieved in our earlier lab-based experiments, even in the case of multichannel operation [11] . Finally, a feedback system was introduced, which corrected for slow drifts of the relative states of polarization of the two pumps and ensured that they remained orthogonally polarized over extended (effectively unlimited) periods of time.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we describe the WC scheme and characterize it under single-channel operation for various modulation format signals. In Section III, we assess its performance in both single-and multi-channel operation with the device placed within an installed fiber link. In Section IV, the implementation of the automatic polarization alignment feedback system is described and characterization data confirming correct and reliable operation is presented. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section V.
II. WAVELENGTH CONVERTER SCHEME Fig 1 shows the schematic of the WC. It incorporates two arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) to combine the incoming data signals to be converted with two orthogonally polarized pump beams (with linewidths of about 100 kHz each) at the input of the HNLF, and an output filter to allow simultaneous retransmission of only the generated idlers. The scheme presents the following key characteristics: 1) polarization-insensitive operation with respect to the input signals, ensured by the two orthogonally aligned pumps; 2) easy filtering of the converted signals, allowed by the wavelength allocation of the two pumps, which ensures that any polarization-sensitive mixing components are separated with high extinction from the polarization-insensitive idlers; 3) high and flat conversion gain across the whole conversion band, guaranteed by the use of a dual-pump FWM process in conjunction with a state-of-the-art HNLF; 4) grid-aligned, black-box operation, allowed by the combination of an erbiumdoped fiber amplifier (EDFA) at the WC input, followed by an AWG; and finally, 5) multi-channel operation as the system is resilient to high-order (HO) mixing components. Furthermore, the undesired HO mixing components that are not at the converted signal wavelengths can be easily filtered out at the output of the system so that new signals can be added within the WC output bandwidth (at different wavelengths as compared to the converted ones) without extra penalty. Indeed, the WC output can be fed to a wavelength-selective switch (WSS) for filtering and combined with other channels, as will be described in the following section, which is the standard procedure used in ROADM architectures.
At the WC input, the various signals were amplified up to a total power of 12 dBm and filtered by the AWGs in order to remove amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The initial removal of ASE within the bandwidth of the converted signals is critical, since without this, the conversion power penalty is increased by 5-6 dB. The channelized filtering characteristics of the AWG allow a single amplifier to be used even for operation with multiple channels. The second AWG also facilitates filtering of the ASE of the pumps, which were amplified so that the power of each of them was 21.5 dBm at the HNLF input. It is to be noted that while the use of the first AWG is not needed for single channel operation, it is essential for multi-channel operation. Therefore, it has been included in the various mea- surements presented in this paper, to emphasize the flexibility of the scheme.
At first, the polarization alignment of the two pumps was performed manually by adjusting their corresponding polarization controllers (PCs) depicted in Fig. 1 , monitoring and minimizing their mutual nonlinear interaction using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). Subsequently, we automated this polarization alignment, as we will discuss in Section IV. The 302 mlong HNLF used was a germanium-silicate dispersion-shifted strained fiber with a nonlinear coefficient of 11.6 (W·km) −1 , a dispersion slope of 0.018 ps/(nm 2 ·km), and an average zerodispersion wavelength (after straining) of 1555 nm. The strain gradient was applied along the HNLF to broaden the Brillouin gain bandwidth and reduce its peak gain, thereby increasing its stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold to 27 dBm [12] . Finally, the (flat-top) coarse output filter was tuned to cover the entire output bandwidth.
Significant performance degradation due to FWM-induced pump depletion in the HNLF was avoided by keeping the EDFA used for the amplification of the input signals in automatic power control (APC) mode. In this mode, the overall output power of the EDFA remained constant so that a pump-to-signal(s) ratio of at least 15 dB was maintained at the input of the HNLF.
An example of a typical nonlinear interaction for a mixed signal scenario (one OOK, one BPSK, and one QPSK signal) is shown in Fig. 2 , where the optical spectrum at the output of the HNLF is plotted. Due to the equal spacing between the input signals some of the HO mixing components were generated at the same frequencies as the output signals. Nevertheless, if all the input channels have similar input powers, the level of crosstalk from these components can be kept below 20 dB, causing negligible signal degradation in multi-channel operation.
In our implementation, the WC bandwidth was ultimately determined by the bandwidth of the AWGs. This band of wavelengths, where the converted signals could be allocated, was about half the spacing between the two pumps and could easily be tuned by reconfiguring the connections of the AWG input ports for the pump beams. For this characterization, the two pumps were set at 1562.23 nm (191.90 THz) and 1550.12 nm In general, a dual-pump parametric interaction can generate three distinct first-order FWM processes referred to as: phase conjugation (PC), up-conversion (UC), and down-conversion (DC) [13] . These processes are sketched in Fig. 3 (top) for the case of orthogonally polarized pumps. For the sake of clarity, the signal is drawn co-polarized with pump 1 in this sketch; however, it is to be appreciated that its polarization can be arbitrarily set. Fig. 3 (bottom) reports the characterization of these FWM interactions in the HNLF in terms of relative power of the wavelength converted signals as a function of the signal wavelength. The normalized signal power at the input of the HNLF is also shown for completeness. The figure shows a flat conversion gain (1 dB gain fluctuation) for the PC process. In contrast, the gain of the UC and DC processes depend strongly on the signal wavelength and exhibit a variation of more than 6 dB within the conversion band we studied, due to the fact that phase matching plays a critical role in these interactions. On the other hand, the frequencies of the PC idlers are mirrored (and their phases conjugated) with respect to the input, whereas the UC and DC processes do not conjugate the input. Phase conjugation of the idlers does not constrain reception of any single-channel modulation format, although it does prevent transparent wavelength conversion of multicarrier modulation formats (since the subcarrier allocation is inverted during the parametric interaction).
In our work, the PC idlers were chosen as output signals due to their constant conversion gain across the signal bandwidth rendering them suitable for multi-channel operation. Therefore, the converted signal wavelengths lay between 1555.75 nm (192.70 THz) and 1552.52 nm (193.10 THz).
We next characterized the wavelength converted output power of the whole black-box WC system (which includes the EDFA, two AWGs, the HNLF, and the output filter) for the PC idlers as a function of the input signal power. This measurement was repeated for several input signal wavelengths (see Fig. 4 ). Since the EDFA operated in APC mode and as long as we operate in the small signal regime, the signal power at the input of the HNLF changed in step with the power at the input of the WC system. Then, two different regimes could be identified in the operation of the WC, which in turn were mainly dependent on the EDFA operation: 1) a linear output power regime (constant gain regime), corresponding to input signal powers for which the EDFA operated in a linear fashion and 2) a constant output power regime, corresponding to input signal powers for which the EDFA operated in gain saturation. In the first operating regime, the power of the wavelength converted signals varied as a function of the input signal wavelength by 2 dB, mainly due to the non-uniform gain of the EDFA across these wavelengths. The small power variations (less than 0.5 dB) observed in the second operating regime, were due to non-uniformities in the insertion loss of the various ports of the AWGs, which were later shown to have a negligible effect on the system performance. It is worth emphasizing again that the pump-to-signal ratio was at least 15 dB for all the various input signal powers so that significant performance degradation due to FWM-induced pump depletion in the HNLF was avoided. In all the subsequent experiments, the input power of the various signals was configured so that the WC operated in the constant output power regime and yielded a conversion gain of +1 dB.
The polarization sensitivity was characterized with a slowly varying polarization scrambler (polarization modulation frequency of about 1 kHz) connected at the input of the WC and the response to a continuous wave (CW) signal was monitored on a digital scope. Measurements were carried out over hundreds of seconds and showed a peak-to-peak PDL of 0.64 dB.
Finally, we measured the conversion penalty of the WC for different signal modulation formats (OOK, BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM), repetition rates (10 to 40 Gbit/s) and various wavelengths. The WC showed similar performance in all of the cases we examined, and a power penalty at the receiver below 2.5 dB (at a bit error ratio (BER) of 10 −5 ). An example of the BER curves as a function of the optical signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) obtained for the original (back-to-back) and wavelength converted 10 Gbd 16-QAM signal at 1557.36 nm is displayed in Fig. 5 , together with the corresponding constellation diagrams.
III. FIELD TRIAL EXPERIMENTS
After having characterized the WC as a stand-alone device, the system was introduced in the middle of an installed fiber link (the UK's Aurora dark fiber network) to assess its performance as a black-box device (see Fig. 6 ). Six data channels were used in the transmission experiments, three of which were wavelength converted after transmission over 600 km, coupled with the original six channels and re-transmitted over the same distance. The fiber link comprised 12 spans, as shown in Fig. 6 , with distances ranging between 40 and 60 km each. The chromatic dispersion in the link was not fully compensated in order to optimize the OSNR achieved at the receiver. Instead, a receiver with chromatic dispersion estimation and compensation was used to properly receive and characterize the signals after the first loop and after the WC. Note, however, that digital dispersion compensation was not required for the WC signals after the second passage through the loop, since the PC idlers conjugated the phase of the original signal at the mid-point of the system after the first circulation, therefore, resulting in close to zero net dispersion after the second circulation in the same fiber link [14] .
In order to test the performance and robustness of the setup, two distinct network scenarios were considered, involving the simultaneous conversion of three channels, which were dynamically reconfigured thanks to the flexibility provided by the WSS. Different modulation format signals at different wavelengths and bit rates were considered in each case, aiming at highlighting different features of the WC.
Three different modulators were used at the transmission side to generate 10 Gbd OOK, BPSK, and QPSK signals, modulated using a 2 31 -1 pseudo-random binary sequence. (It is noted that the high optical signal-to-noise ratio requirements of 16-QAM modulation prevented us from using the signals of Fig. 5 in any of the transmission experiments). The use of a partially dispersion-compensated transmission line ensured that the signals at the various wavelengths appeared decorrelated when reaching the WC. The signals were amplified and filtered using a WSS with a filter bandwidth of 50 GHz. The launched power per channel at the fiber link input was 2 dBm. Following wavelength conversion and after traversing the loop a second time, the converted signals were received, characterized in terms of constellation diagrams and BER, and their performance was compared to that of the signals both after a first circulation around the loop and after passage through the WC.
A. Multi-Channel Operation: Scenario 1
The first scenario we considered highlights the modulationindependence and the multichannel operation of the scheme. Fig. 7 . One of the non-converted OOK signals was intentionally located in an unused part of the WC output bandwidth to prove negligible channel interference after further transmission.
The OSNRs required to achieve a BER of 10 −3 for the signals that were wavelength converted are summarized in Fig. 8 for the back-to-back (B2B), after the first transmission (600 km), the wavelength conversion (600 km + WC), and the second loop transmission (600 km + WC + 600 km). This figure shows that the OSNR degradation due to wavelength conversion (the difference between circles and up-triangles in Fig. 8 ) was very similar for the cases of BPSK and QPSK signals and was of the order of 2 dB. It is to be noted that the coherent receiver used at the time of the measurements did not support OOK signals as a possible modulation format, so BER measurements could only be carried out at the end of the second loop, where digital dispersion compensation was not required. For this case only, direct detection was used. Examples of eye diagrams and constellation diagrams observed at the input and at various transmission points are plotted in Fig. 9 for OOK signals (top row), BPSK (middle row), and QPSK signals (bottom row). 
B. Multi-Channel Operation: Scenario 2
The second scenario highlights both the wavelength selectivity and multichannel conversion of the scheme. In this scenario, the same four NRZ-OOK signals as in the previous case, as well as two NRZ-QPSK signals at frequencies 192.5 THz (QPSK1) and 192.6 THz (QPSK1) were transmitted through the link. The symbol rate of all signals was again 10 Gbd. The signals at 192. 3, 192.5, and 192.6 THz were chosen to be converted to 193.0, 192.8, and 192.7 THz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10 .
As before, the OSNRs required to achieve a BER of 10
for the signals that were wavelength converted are summarized in Fig. 11 for the back-to-back (B2B), after the first transmission (600 km), the wavelength conversion (600 km + WC), and the second loop transmission (600 km + WC + 600 km). As discussed previously, the OOK signals were not characterized at the intermediate stage, however, their performance after the second passage through the loop was similar to that in Scenario 1. It is to be noted that, in this scenario, the OSNR degradation undergone by QPSK2 was over 2.5 dB. This was a consequence of the lower power used for this signal as compared to the remaining signals at the input of the WC. This can also be appreciated in Fig. 10 , showing a power difference of ß5 dB between the two signals, QPSK1 and QPSK2. As mentioned earlier, under these conditions, the corresponding power ratio between QPSK2 and the generated HO mixing was lower than 20 dB, causing an increase in the power penalty for that particular channel. The corresponding constellation diagrams for QPSK2 are shown in Fig. 12 .
IV. AUTOMATIC PUMP POLARIZATION ALIGNMENT
As mentioned earlier, during the aforementioned tests, the polarization adjustment of the two pumps was performed and maintained manually using the polarization controllers depicted in Fig. 1 . This alignment was susceptible to vary with time due to the slow and random polarization drifts induced by temperature changes and mechanical vibrations [15] - [17] , making it an impractical solution for real communication networks. This motivated the analysis and development of an automatic pump-alignment stabilization mechanism that is reported in this Section.
In order to overcome the polarization sensitivity of FWMbased schemes, several approaches have been reported in the literature. For example, the large polarization dependent gain (PDG) of single-pump FWM schemes in low-birefringence HNLFs can be compensated for through the use of polarization tracking devices to dynamically align the polarization of the input signals to that of the pump. However, in multi-channel operation, even if a polarization tracker was to be used for each channel (with significant implications for the overall system cost), the dependence of birefringence with respect to the wavelength might lead to different conversion gains for each input signal, thereby reducing its potential functionality.
On the other hand, if a high-birefringence HNLF was to be used in a single-pump FWM approach to allow polarization insensitive operation of the parametric process, the differential group delay (DGD) effects induced on the converted signal(s) would restrict its practical implementation in high-speed systems [18] .
In a dual-pump FWM scheme, such as the one we have considered in this study, where orthogonally polarized pumps are employed to ensure operation that is insensitive to the signal polarization, the difficulty lies in maintaining the pump orthog- onality at the input over time and along the length of the HNLF [3] , [15] . Thus, the outcome of the wavelength conversion is determined by averaging all the possible relative alignments of the pumps during the propagation in the HNLF, assuming that the polarization of each pump can follow a 3-D random walk over the Poincaré sphere [16] . Note that this evolution can vary in time due to drifts in environmental factors, such as temperature, strain, and acoustic perturbations.
In order to overcome this limitation, we modified our implementation of Fig. 1 to include a feedback circuit that monitored just the performance of the nonlinear interaction between the two pumps in the HNLF without interfering with either of the original or the converted signals. The feedback circuit then dynamically readjusted the polarization of one of the pumps to maintain the desired performance over time.
Since a low-birefringence HNLF was considered (with a PMD of 0.58 ps·km −0.5 ), each pump did not have to be aligned to a preferred fiber polarization axis and only the relative polarization alignment between the two pumps had to be controlled and adjusted. The average power of the degenerate idlers generated by the nonlinear interaction in the HNLF between the two pumps was monitored at the output of the fiber. Then, the feedback circuit targeted minimization of the sum of the average powers of the two idlers, which would imply that the length over which the two pump waves were cross-polarized inside the HNLF was maximized. Examples of this nonlinear interaction, when no signals were launched in the HNLF, are displayed in Fig. 13 for two different (relative) states of polarization of the two pumps. The required modifications on the WC scheme are shown in Fig. 14. The modified system comprised a polarization tracker, a dual-frequency optical filter, a slow photodiode, and a transimpedance amplifier. 1% of the power at the HNLF output was tapped off and filtered by a dual-frequency square-like filter of 0.1-nm bandwidth for each peak, allowing only the two idlers generated from the pump-to-pump interaction to go through. It is worth mentioning that it was observed that filtering and minimizing the power of only one of the idlers would not lead to the desired alignment between the two pumps. The filtered signal was then detected using the photodetector and the corresponding electrical signal was subsequently amplified by a transimpedance amplifier and used as a feedback signal into the polarization tracker.
Unfortunately, the commercial polarization tracker that we had available at the time of our experiments restricted the maximum optical power allowed at its input to only 20 dBm, thereby preventing us to launch the same pump power to the HNLF as before (now only 16.5 dBm per pump was used at the input of the fiber, as opposed to 21.5 dBm in the experiments reported in previous sections). Therefore, the conversion gain obtained at the output of the system was compromised in this instance by Fig. 14 would not solve the problem due to the residual PDG of the amplifier used. Indeed, in that configuration, the polarization tracker would tend to align the pump polarization to the polarization axis that yielded minimum gain in the EDFA rather than to the polarization that would be orthogonal to the second pump.)
The best polarization tracker settings were found to be a fixed step size of 1º on the Poincaré sphere and an averaging over 15 samples to effectively reduce the noise bandwidth. The bandwidth of the polarization tracker (without averaging) was 500 kHz so that any possible polarization drift could be easily followed with inexpensive discrete elements.
The performance of the feedback circuit was assessed in terms of 1) the response time required to lock to the desired polarization alignment and 2) the stability in maintaining the correct pump polarization alignment when operating the WC. Fig. 15 shows the switch-on time of the feedback circuit. The pumps were initially co-polarized (representing the worst-case scenario) corresponding to a maximum PD current. The figure shows a response time of 3.5 ms, indicating the time required by the system to find the desired alignment between the pumps. This time scale is much faster than any polarization drift induced by temperature changes and mechanical vibrations to any of the system components. Fig. 16 shows the performance of the WC in terms of BER as a function of time (over a period of 150 min), when the automatic polarization alignment circuit was either used (red dashed curve) or not (black solid curve). For this characterization, a 10 Gb/s NRZ OOK signal was used at the input of the WC. Note that when the automatic feedback circuit was not in use, the polarizations of the two pumps in the WC were initially optimized manually using the polarization controllers shown in Fig. 1 . In contrast, the system was allowed to find the optimum operating point automatically in the case when the feedback system was in place.
As can be seen, in the absence of the automatic alignment system, the performance of the converted signal slowly and randomly degraded. Conversely, error-free operation (BER < 10 −9 ) was continuously maintained throughout the time that the feedback system was operational.
V. CONCLUSION
A new flexible, modulation-, bit rate-, and polarizationindependent wavelength conversion scheme based on dualpump FWM in a HNLF, accommodating 100 GHz grid-aligned signals was presented and characterized. Both in single-and multi-channel operation, the WC exhibits a power penalty of ß2.5 dB as compared to the original signal, a flat conversion gain across its 10-nm bandwidth and a peak-to-peak PDL of 0.64 dB.
The performance of the WC when installed at the mid-point of a transmission experiment was identical to that achieved in laboratory experiments. An optoelectronic system for automatic alignment and stabilization of the relative states of polarization of the two pump signals was proposed and implemented in the WC. While the maximum input power limitation of the polarization tracker used prevented us from achieving the same level of conversion gains as obtained without the automatic feedback circuit, the remaining features of the WC remained unchanged. We believe that our experiments highlight that all-optical wavelength conversion solutions have reached a sufficient level of technological maturity to be considered for deployment in real systems.
